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AN OPPORTUNITY FOR
YOU TO FURTHER THE
STUDY OF ARID LANDS
The University of California at
R i verside is embarking on an extensive research program on arid
lands, and DESERT readers can
contribute to this significant project. Scientists at Riverside are intensively studying the fauna, flora,
geology, climatology, geography,
soils, agricultural and economic
lea lures of arid lands. These
studies also include man's adaptation to a desert environment by
anthropologists and archeologists.
The establishment of the Philip
L. Boyd Research Center in Deep
Canyon near Palm Desert has provided "a living laboratory of desei i plants and animals." Research
is now underway on the desert big
horn sheep; an old Indian trail;
the behavior of frogs and toads
when the desert streams dry up;
and numerous other studies of
pi int and animal adaptations to
desert conditions.
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En addition, the world renowneil Citrus Research Center and
Agricultural Experiment Station
(formerly Citrus Experiment Station) is conducting research on
di sert soils, agricultural use of
a: id lands and plants and animals
suitable for agriculture in these
ai eas.
II these and other research prog: .uns are to be supported propei ly, a large expansion of library
resources is required. Items of interest are diaries of persons who
hive spent some time on the desei t, reports of government and scientific agencies, accounts of early
travelers and voyages to arid and
oiher regions, archeological and
anthropological studies of the civili,ations and peoples, and the agricultural and economical development of arid lands.
The University of California
Riverside Library has benefited
from many valuable gifts in the
p ist. DESERT readers who have
m.iterial which falls within the
cl issifications of the preceding
paragraph may further the research
programs by contributing materials to the library. Readers should
contact: Edwin T. Coman, Jr.,
University Librarian, University of
C tlifornia, Riverside, California.
Prospective donors should give
some indication of the material
they wish to give. Coman requests
that gifts not be sent in without
fiist communicating with him.
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every day of the week,
including Sundays, during
the winter season.
New
in Desert's Pueblo
Building: Harry Cubbage's
Gem and Gift Shop.
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(That's no exaggeration.) I'm thankful I live in this century.
My great grand-kids won't even have a desert to flee to.
•
Here's an advertisement I saw recently, seeking men to
work in our desert regions: "Wanted—young, skinny, wiry
fellows not over 18. Must be expert riders, willing to risk
death daily. Orphans preferred. Wages $25 a week." It was
in a San Francisco paper dated 1860, trying to build up the
Pony Express.

As a private research I asked 100 desert dwellers to name
10 species of cacti (of which there are some 1500). Eightyeight of them couldn't do it. And seventy-one listed yucca,
century plant and ocotillo, which aren't cacti at all. Best
informed was a 90-pound ex-school teacher from Milwaukee
taking a TB rest cure. Unlike most, she had no television set;
she was an eccentric, she read books.
*
Desert climate is perfect, thermometers to the contrary
notwithstanding (you can't trust these fool inventions). "Even
the blows are beneficial," Bob Tucker told me from his ranch
house porch. "I never have to de-horn my cattle; just drive
them through the windy Pass. Wind and dirt quickly sandpaper off their horns."
/ cannot condone those silly, shallow persons who go nuts
about rock hunting on the desert. I only go half nuts.
Nowhere else on earth is Night as impressive as when
enjoyed from the top of a desert mountain. There, the earth
turns velvet, the sky hovers close. Stars are almost intrusive
with their brilliance, sparkling like bits of splintered glass.
And the moon? A miracle—not for human colonization, but
for human dreams!
•
Strangers have weird misconceptions about the climate on our desert. All they can envision is heat. It
does warm up some, but the main manifestation is lack
of moisture, an extreme dryness. Also it can get very
cold indeed. Last January, 19 inches of ice formed all
over Lake Mead. Dry ice, of course.
It happens that I live in the world's greatest oasis (and
shame on you if you don't know its name) where private
swimming pools are as common as bird baths, which they
often serve as. "Here," says my banker neighbor Herb Leggett, "we desert rats have learned that pool water not only
gives people (i.e. guests) ravenous appetites but stimulates
their thirst—for everything except water. The poolside consumption is unbelievable. After serving as bartender, lifeguard and mopper upper, you conclude that a swimming pool
is a thing of beauty and a joy for others."

"Collector of Internal Revenue" is correct for a certain gent of importance in April. But an edge-of-thedesert citizen in Arizona, who operates a car washing
business, has this sign out: "Collector of External
Residue."
•
"I ain't heard much about Frank Sinatra since Kennedy
went into office," avers Bedrock Tucker, up in Nevada. "This
I figger is one of the solid accomplishments of Jack's administration."
Somebody in Buffalo,
simply: "Scorpion-Selling
enough; it went directly to
Arizona State University's

N.Y., mailed a letter addressed
Place, Arizona." That was good
my good friend Dr. Herb Stahnke,
famous poisonous animals expert.

•

Along about now I have an impulse to hide my head under
the desert sand. That's an ominous cloud boiling up over the
horizon, a horrendous smoke cooked up by bureaucrats back
in Washington half a century ago. It gets bigger and blacker
every year. It wasn't meant to be like this. In fact, when it
was first started a very astute but erroneous prophet said, "The
income tax will never affect anybody except the very rich."
Him who has, gits. Uncle Sam, for instance.
•
What can we do about the outrageous national debt, about
inflation, bureaucratic waste and confiscatory inflation? Old
Man Give-A-Damn Jones, aging rockhound who is wiser than
he looks, came up with this answer: "We can raise such
high-hoppin'-hell with our Senators and Representatives that
the noise will echo all over the nation. Pretty soon we'll have
a parade of protests that'll force reform!"
Okay, let's start! I'm writing three powerful desert neighbors about it today—Goldwater, Hayden and Rhodes.
Spring on the desert? . . . Spring, with flowers? . . . As
nowhere else in the world! A magnificence! A contrast. A
fantasia of color and form. A Persian carpet of beauty and
inspiration. Thank You, Lord.
Ill

Seems that Red Baines, who lives in a cactus forest north
of Tucson, was having a little domestic trouble. He walked
into town and asked a lawyer if there was any way to avoid
paying alimony. "Yes sir, two ways," the attorney answered
him. "One—stay single. Two—stay married."
/ get bored with people who keep saying the United States
was founded on Plymouth Rock. Fact is, our Southwestern
desert region had white towns, schools, taxes, churches, juvenile delinquency, all the glories of civilization at least 80
years before the Pilgrims sailed.
"I wouldn't mind putting away something for a rainy day,"
avows my desert-rat friend Ladd Hayworth, who lives Back
of Beyond, "if only I could find a clear day in which to do it."
The USA now has 185 million people—a new citizen every
11 seconds. Unless we have devastating war or equal, by the
year 2,062 America will be one solid city from coast to coast.
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Unidentified tourists. Bearing, two seven zero.

